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Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 






































































• different types of nodes & links
• automatically extracted from text, 
databases, ...
• probabilities quantifying source 
reliability, extractor confidence, ...
• similar in other contexts, e.g.,  
linked open data, NELL@CMU, ...
5
[De Maeyer et al, Molecular Biosystems 13]
Can we find the mechanism 






7 NELL:  http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
Example:  
Information Extraction
7 NELL:  http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
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[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
Travian:  A massively multiplayer 
real-time strategy game
Can we build a model
of this world ? 
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• Track people or 
objects over time? Even 
if temporarily hidden?
• Recognize activities?
• Infer object properties?
Fig. 4. Tracking results from experiment 2. In frame 5, two groups are
present. In frame 15, the tracker has correctly split group 1 into 1-0 and 1-1
(see Fig. 3). Between frames 15 and 29, group 1-0 has split up into groups
1-0-0 and 1-0-1, and split up again. New groups, labeled 2 and 3, enter the
field of view in frames 21 and 42 respectively.
Six frames of the current best hypothesis from experiment
2 are shown in Fig. 4, the corresponding hypothesis tree is
shown in Fig. 3. The sequence exemplifies movement and
formation of several groups.
A. Clustering Error
Given the ground truth information on a per-beam basis we
can compute the clustering error of the tracker. This is done
by counting how often a track’s set of points P contains too
many or wrong points (undersegmentation) and how often P
is missing points (oversegmentation) compared to the ground
truth. Two examples for oversegmentation errors can be seen
in Fig. 4, where group 0 and group 1-0 are temporarily
oversegmented. However, from the history of group splits


























































Number of people in ground truth
Group tracker
People tracker
Fig. 5. Left: clustering error of the group tracker compared to a memory-
less single linkage clustering (without tracking). The smallest error is
achieved for a cluster distance of 1.3 m which is very close to the border of
personal and social space according to the proxemics theory, marked at 1.2
m by the vertical line. Right: average cycle time for the group tracker versus
a tracker for individual people plotted against the ground truth number of
people.
relations can be determined in such cases.
For experiment 1, the resulting percentages of incorrectly
clustered tracks for the cases undersegmentation, overseg-
mentation and the sum of both are shown in Fig. 5 (left),
plotted against the clustering distance dP . The figure also
shows the error of a single-linkage clustering of the range
data as described in section II. This implements a memory-
less group clustering approach against which we compare
the clustering performance of our group tracker.
The minimum clustering error of 3.1% is achieved by the
tracker at dP = 1.3m. The minimum error for the memory-
less clustering is 7.0%, more than twice as high. In the
more complex experiment 2, the minimum clustering error
of the tracker rises to 9.6% while the error of the memory-
less clustering reaches 20.2%. The result shows that the
group tracking problem is a recursive clustering problem that
requires integration of information over time. This occurs
when two groups approach each other and pass from opposite
directions. The memory-less approach would merge them
immediately while the tracking approach, accounting for the
velocity information, correctly keeps the groups apart.
In the light of the proxemics theory the result of a minimal
clustering error at 1.3m is noteworthy. The theory predicts
that when people interact with friends, they maintain a range
of distances between 45 to 120 cm called personal space.
When engaged in interaction with strangers, this distance is
larger. As our data contains students who tend to know each
other well, the result appears consistent with Hall’s findings.
B. Tracking Efficiency
When tracking groups of people rather than individuals,
the assignment problems in the data association stage are
of course smaller. On the other hand, the introduction of
an additional tree level on which different models hypoth-
esize over different group formation processes comes with
additional computational costs. We therefore compare our
system with a person-only tracker which is implemented by
inhibiting all split and merge operations and reducing the
cluster distance dP to the very value that yields the lowest
error for clustering single people given the ground truth. For
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[Skarlatidis et al, TPLP 14; 







Mike has a bag of marbles with 4 white, 8 blue, and 
6 red marbles. He pulls out one marble from the 
bag and it is red. What is the probability that the 
second marble he pulls out of the bag is white? 
The answer is 0.235941.







Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 








Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 
learning, probabilistic programming, ...
11
• many different formalisms 
• our focus: probabilistic  

























BLPs: Kersting, De Raedt
RMMs: Anderson,Domingos,
Weld
LOHMMs: De Raedt, Kersting,
Raiko
Future
















• Logic programming and probabilistic databases  
(ProbLog and DS as representatives)
• Functional and imperative  (Church as 
representatives)
• Statistical relational AI and learning 
• Markov Logic 



















smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
14 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/









smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
one world 
14 http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/
Prolog / logic 
programming
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• Distribution semantics: 
• probability distribution over interpretations
• degree of belief 
• Stochastic Logic Programs (SLPs): 
• probability distribution over query answers
• like in probabilistic grammars
15
Graphs & Randomness
ProbLog, Phenetic, Prism, ICL, Probabilistic 
Databases, ... 
• all based on a “random graph” model
Stochastic Logic Programs, ProPPR, PCFGs, ... 
• based on a “random walk” model




Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program
→ distribution over possible worlds













Extensions of basic PLP
Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program

















... with some detours on the way
19
Part I : Modeling
20
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
21
0.4 :: heads.  
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
probabilistic fact: heads is true with 
probability 0.4 (and false with 0.6)
21
0.4 :: heads.  
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue).
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
annotated disjunction: first ball is red 
with probability 0.3 and blue with 0.7
21
0.4 :: heads.  
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue).
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);  
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue).  
annotated disjunction: second ball is red with 
probability 0.2, green with 0.3,  and blue with 0.5
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
21
0.4 :: heads.  
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue).
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);  
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue).  
win :- heads, col(_,red). logical rule encoding 
background knowledge
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
21
0.4 :: heads.  
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue).
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);  
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue).  
win :- heads, col(_,red).
win :- col(1,C), col(2,C).
logical rule encoding 
background knowledge
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
21
0.4 :: heads.  
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue).
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green);  
                   0.5 :: col(2,blue).  
win :- heads, col(_,red).
win :- col(1,C), col(2,C).
ProbLog by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn





• Probability of win?  
 
• Probability of win given col(2,green)?  
 
• Most probable world where win is true?
0.4 :: heads. 
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue). 
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue). 
win :- heads, col(_,red). 
win :- col(1,C), col(2,C).
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Questions
• Probability of win?  
 
• Probability of win given col(2,green)?  
 
• Most probable world where win is true?
0.4 :: heads. 
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue). 
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue). 
win :- heads, col(_,red). 
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Possible Worlds
0.4 :: heads. 
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue). 
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue). 
win :- heads, col(_,red). 




0.4 :: heads. 
0.3 :: col(1,red); 0.7 :: col(1,blue). 
0.2 :: col(2,red); 0.3 :: col(2,green); 0.5 :: col(2,blue). 
win :- heads, col(_,red). 
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sum over possible worlds 




















sum over possible worlds 






[Vennekens et al, ICLP 04]
throws(john). 
0.5::throws(mary). 
0.8 :: break :- throws(mary). 




Window breaks Window breaks
doesn’t break
doesn’t break doesn’t break








CP-logic [Vennekens et al. ]
E.g., “throwing a rock at a glass breaks it with 
probability 0.3 and misses it with probability 0.7”
(Broken(G):0.3) ∨ (Miss:0.7) ← ThrowAt(G).
Note that the actual non-deterministic event (“rock flying at glass”) is implicit
Slides CP-logic courtesy Joost Vennekens31
Semantics
(Broken(G):0.3) ∨ (Miss:0.7) 
← ThrowAt(G).
I   {Miss}
Probability tree is an execution model of theory iff:
• Each tree-transition matches causal law
• The tree cannot be extended
 Each execution model defines the same probability 
distribution over final states
Slides CP-logic courtesy Joost Vennekens








• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass). 
stackable(OBot,OTop) :-  
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop),  
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop). 
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]
random variable with Gaussian distribution



























select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 




















select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database




























select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database





























select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 
[Suciu et al 2011]
relational 
database





























select x.person, y.country 
from bornIn x, cityIn y 
where x.city=y.city 
probabilistic tables + database queries
→ distribution over possible worlds
[Suciu et al 2011]
Example:  
Information Extraction
35 NELL:  http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/




36 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]
Querying: probabilistic db
36
select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
same query -  
probabilities handled implicitly
[Example from Suciu et al 2011]
Querying: probabilistic db
36
select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
0.96x0.99=0.95
[Example from Suciu et al 2011]
Querying: probabilistic db
36
select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
0.9x0.93=0.83
[Example from Suciu et al 2011]
Querying: probabilistic db
36
select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
0.87x0.93=0.80
[Example from Suciu et al 2011]




select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and 
y.City=‘san_jose’
[Example from Suciu et al 2011]
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
37 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]









37 [Example from Suciu et al 2011]
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
38
select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and y.City=‘san_jose’
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
result(Product,Company) :-  
   producesProduct(Company,Product),  
   headquarteredIn(Company,san_jose). 
query(result(_,_)).
38
select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and y.City=‘san_jose’
PDB with tuple-level 
uncertainty in ProbLog?
result(Product,Company) :-  
   producesProduct(Company,Product),  
   headquarteredIn(Company,san_jose). 
query(result(_,_)).
38
select x.Product, x.Company 
from ProducesProduct x, HeadquarteredIn y 
where x.Company=y.Company and y.City=‘san_jose’


































                                0.63::color(plate,purple).
39
color
ProbLog by example: 
Rain or sun?
40





































































































0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).





































0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).





































0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev).
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).



































infinite possible worlds! BUT: finitely many partial 
















































             person(X), person(Y).















typed probabilistic facts  




             person(X), person(Y).















typed probabilistic facts  

















             person(X), person(Y).


















             person(X), person(Y).
smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     friend(X,Y), influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).


















             person(X), person(Y).
smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     friend(X,Y), influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).


















             person(X), person(Y).
smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     friend(X,Y), influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
0.4::asthma(X) <- smokes(X).















annotated disjunction with implicit head atom: 




             person(X), person(Y).
smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     friend(X,Y), influences(Y,X), smokes(Y).
0.4::asthma(X) <- smokes(X).































P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
flexible probability:  










P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
flexible probability:  














P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
excess(Limit) :- excess([skis,boots,helmet,gloves],Limit).










P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
excess(Limit) :- excess([skis,boots,helmet,gloves],Limit).
excess([],Limit) :- Limit<0.  
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L). 
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  










P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
excess(Limit) :- excess([skis,boots,helmet,gloves],Limit).
excess([],Limit) :- Limit<0.  
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L). 
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).
pack first item, decrease 
limit by its weight, and 










P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
excess(Limit) :- excess([skis,boots,helmet,gloves],Limit).
excess([],Limit) :- Limit<0.  
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L). 
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).
do not pack first item, 










P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
excess(Limit) :- excess([skis,boots,helmet,gloves],Limit).
excess([],Limit) :- Limit<0.  
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L). 
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).










P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,Weight),  P is 1.0/Weight.
excess(Limit) :- excess([skis,boots,helmet,gloves],Limit).
excess([],Limit) :- Limit<0.  
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  
   pack(I), weight(I,W), L is Limit-W, excess(R,L). 
excess([I|R],Limit) :-  




• probabilistic choices + their 
consequences
• probability distribution over possible worlds
• how to efficiently answer questions?
• most probable world (MPE inference)
• probability of query (computing marginals)
ProbLog
44








0.5::stress(X) :- person(X). 
0.4::a(X); 0.3::b(X); 0.2::c(X); 0.1::d(X) :- q(X). 
0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0). 
P::pack(Item) :- weight(Item,W), P is 1.0/W. 
smokes(X) :- influences(Y,X), smokes(Y). 
excess([I|R],Limit) :- \+pack(I), excess(R,Limit).
Summary: ProbLog Syntax
45
Mutually Exclusive Rules: 
no two rules apply simultaneously
46
0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0). 
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev). 
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).
Mutually Exclusive Rules: 
no two rules apply simultaneously
46
0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0). 
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev). 
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).
first rule for day 0, others for later days
Mutually Exclusive Rules: 
no two rules apply simultaneously
46
0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0). 
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev). 
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).
first rule for day 0, others for later days
day 0: either sun or rain
Mutually Exclusive Rules: 
no two rules apply simultaneously
46
0.5::weather(sun,0) ; 0.5::weather(rain,0). 
0.6::weather(sun,T) ; 0.4::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(sun,Tprev). 
0.2::weather(sun,T) ; 0.8::weather(rain,T)  
               :- T>0, Tprev is T-1, weather(rain,Tprev).
first rule for day 0, others for later days
day 0: either sun or rain




[Sato and Kameya, JAIR 01]
• Another probabilistic Prolog based on the 
distribution semantics
• Mutual exclusiveness assumption 
• allows for efficient inference by dynamic 
programming, cf. probabilistic grammars
• but excludes certain models, e.g., 
smokers
PRISM
• “multi-valued random switches” = annotated 
disjunctions with body true
• switch gives fresh result on each call
• Prolog rules
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 Now < T, 
 msw(tr(WNow),WNext), 
 Next is Now+1, 
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT). 
random variables and their values
probability distributions
set W0 to random value of init 
set WNext to random 
value of tr(WNow), using 














 Now < T, 
 msw(tr(WNow),WNext), 
 Next is Now+1, 
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT). 
0.5::init(sun) ;  
  0.5::init(rain). 
0.6::tr(T,sun,sun) ;  
  0.4::tr(T,sun,rain). 
0.2::tr(T,rain,sun) ;  
  0.8::tr(T,rain,rain). 
weather(W,Time) :- 





 Now < T, 
 tr(Now,WNow,WNext), 
 Next is Now+1, 
 w(Next,T,WNext,WT). 
ProbLog needs to explicitly use 




• Distribution semantics: 
• probability distribution over interpretations
• degree of belief 
• Stochastic Logic Programs (SLPs): 
• probability distribution over query answers




• Distribution semantics: 
• probability distribution over interpretations
• degree of belief 
• Stochastic Logic Programs (SLPs): 
• probability distribution over query answers
• like in probabilistic grammars
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Probabilistic Context Free Grammars
1.0 : S -> NP, VP 
1.0 : NP -> Art, Noun 
0.6 : Art -> a 
0.4 : Art -> the 
0.1 : Noun -> turtle 
0.1 : Noun -> turtles 
… 
0.5 : VP -> Verb 
0.5 : VP -> Verb, NP 
0.05 : Verb -> sleep 
0.05 : Verb -> sleeps 
….
The                turtle               sleeps
Art          Noun           Verb





P(parse tree) = 1x1x.5x.1x.4x.05
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PCFGs





where pi is the probability of rule i
and ci the number of times
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1.0  S -> NP(Num), VP(Num) 
1.0 NP(Num) -> Art(Num), Noun(Num) 
0.6 Art(sing) -> a 
0.2 Art(sing) -> the 
0.2 Art(plur) -> the 
0.1 Noun(sing) -> turtle 
0.1 Noun(plur) -> turtles 
… 
0.5 VP(Num) -> Verb(Num) 
0.5 VP(Num) -> Verb(Num), NP(Num) 
0.05 Verb(sing) -> sleeps 
0.05 Verb(plur) -> sleep 
….
The          turtle               sleeps
Art(s)      Noun(s)           Verb(s)
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P(derivation tree) = 1x1x.5x.1x .2 x.05
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Probabilistic DCG 
1.0  S -> NP(Num), VP(Num) 
1.0 NP(Num) -> Art(Num), Noun(Num) 
0.6 Art(sing) -> a 
0.2 Art(sing) -> the 
0.2 Art(plur) -> the 
0.1 Noun(sing) -> turtle 
0.1 Noun(plur) -> turtles 
… 
0.5 VP(Num) -> Verb(Num) 
0.5 VP(Num) -> Verb(Num), NP(Num) 
0.05 Verb(sing) -> sleeps 
0.05 Verb(plur) -> sleep 
….
The          turtle               sleeps
Art(s)      Noun(s)           Verb(s)





P(derivation tree) = 1x1x.5x.1x .2 x.05
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where pi is the probability of rule i
and ci the number of times
it is used in the parse tree
Observe that some derivations now fail due to unification,







• A variation on SLPs
• Integrating concepts from Personalized Page Rank
• Fast inference and rule learning abilities
• Used by CMU group for NELL (Never Ending 
Learning)
• See [Wang et al. , CIKM 13, arXiv:1404.3301, Van Daele 
et al., ILP 14]
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Sample	  ProPPR	  program….
Horn rules features of rules 
(vars from head ok)[Slide by William Cohen] 58
..	  and	  search	  
space…
[Slide by William Cohen] 59
..	  and	  search	  
space…
D’oh!	  This	  is	  a	  graph!
[Slide by William Cohen] 59
• Score	  for	  a	  query	  soln	  (e.g.,	  “Z=sport”	  for	  “about(a,Z)”)	  
depends	  on	  probability	  of	  reaching	  a	  ☐	  node*	  
• learn	  transiGon	  probabiliGes	  based	  on	  features	  of	  the	  rules	  
• implicit	  “reset”	  transiGons	  with	  (p≥α)	  back	  to	  query	  node	  
• Looking	  for	  answers	  supported	  by	  many	  short	  proofs
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*Exactly as in Stochastic Logic Programs 
[Cussens, 2001]
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  proofs
“Grounding”	  size	  is	  O(1/αε)	  …	  ie	  
independent	  of	  DB	  size	  è	  fast	  approx	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  inference	  
(Reid,Lang,Chung,	  08)
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[Cussens, 2001]
[Slide by William Cohen] 60
• Score	  for	  a	  query	  soln	  (e.g.,	  “Z=sport”	  for	  “about(a,Z)”)	  
depends	  on	  probability	  of	  reaching	  a	  ☐	  node*	  
• learn	  transiGon	  probabiliGes	  based	  on	  features	  of	  the	  rules	  
• implicit	  “reset”	  transiGons	  with	  (p≥α)	  back	  to	  query	  node	  
• Looking	  for	  answers	  supported	  by	  many	  short	  proofs
“Grounding”	  size	  is	  O(1/αε)	  …	  ie	  
independent	  of	  DB	  size	  è	  fast	  approx	  
incremental	  inference	  
(Reid,Lang,Chung,	  08)
Learning:	  supervised	  variant	  of	  
personalized	  PageRank	  
(Backstrom	  &	  Leskovic,	  2011)
*Exactly as in Stochastic Logic Programs 
[Cussens, 2001]
[Slide by William Cohen] 60
Probabilistic Programming 
Languages outside LP
• IBAL [Pfeffer 01]
• Figaro [Pfeffer 09]
• Church [Goodman et al 08 ]
• BLOG [Milch et al 05]





















(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
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(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
one execution 
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(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5 
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6)  
                 (+ x 5)  
                 x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 2 3))
one execution 
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(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5 
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6)  
                 (+ x 5)  
                 x))) 
















(define plus5 (lambda (x) (+ x 5))) 
(map plus5 '(1 2 3))
(define randplus5 
 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6)  
                 (+ x 5)  
                 x))) 





probabilistic primitives + functional program
→ distribution over possible executions
62
[Goodman et al, UAI 08]
http://probmods.org
Church vs ProbLog
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
63
Church vs ProbLog
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 2)) Church result: (1 2) with 0.4×0.4      
(1 7) with 0.4×0.6
(6 2) with 0.6×0.4
(6 7) with 0.6×0.6
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(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 2))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) :- M is N+5. 
lp5([],[]). 
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :- 
    p5(N,M), 
    lp5(L,K). 
query(lp5([1,2],_)).
Church result: (1 2) with 0.4×0.4      
(1 7) with 0.4×0.6
(6 2) with 0.6×0.4
(6 7) with 0.6×0.6
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ProbLog result: (1 2) with 0.4×0.4      
(1 7) with 0.4×0.6
(6 2) with 0.6×0.4
(6 7) with 0.6×0.6
results for [1,1]?
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) :- M is N+5. 
lp5([],[]). 
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :- 
    p5(N,M), 




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) :- M is N+5. 
lp5([],[]). 
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :- 
    p5(N,M), 
    lp5(L,K). 
query(lp5([1,1],_)).
Church result: (1 1) with 0.4×0.4      
(1 6) with 0.4×0.6
(6 1) with 0.6×0.4
(6 6) with 0.6×0.6
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results for [1,1]?
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) :- M is N+5. 
lp5([],[]). 
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :- 
    p5(N,M), 
    lp5(L,K). 
query(lp5([1,1],_)). ProbLog result: (1 1) with 0.4
(1 6) with 0.0
(6 1) with 0.0
(6 6) with 0.6
Church result: (1 1) with 0.4×0.4      
(1 6) with 0.4×0.6
(6 1) with 0.6×0.4
(6 6) with 0.6×0.6
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results for [1,1]?
(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N);0.6::p5(N,M) :- M is N+5. 
lp5([],[]). 
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :- 
    p5(N,M), 
    lp5(L,K). 
query(lp5([1,1],_)). ProbLog result: (1 1) with 0.4
(1 6) with 0.0
(6 1) with 0.0
(6 6) with 0.6
Church result: (1 1) with 0.4×0.4      
(1 6) with 0.4×0.6
(6 1) with 0.6×0.4




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N,ID);0.6::p5(N,M,ID) :- M is N+5. 
lp5([],[]). 
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :- 
    p5(N,M,L), 




(define randplus5 (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
0.4::p5(N,N,ID);0.6::p5(N,M,ID) :- M is N+5. 
lp5([],[]). 
lp5([N|L],[M|K]) :- 
    p5(N,M,L), 
    lp5(L,K). 
query(lp5([1,1],_)).




(define randplus5 (mem (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
remember first value & 
reuse for all later calls
Stochastic Memoization
66
(define randplus5 (mem (lambda (x) (if (flip 0.6) (+ x 5) x)))) 
(map randplus5 '(1 1))
remember first value & 
reuse for all later calls
ProbLog always memoizes
PRISM never memoizes
Church allows fine-grained choice
Church by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
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(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))
(define win2 (equal? (color1) (color2)))
(define heads (mem (lambda () (flip 0.4))))
Church by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
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(define color1 (mem (lambda () (if (flip 0.3) 'red 'blue))))
(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))
(define win2 (equal? (color1) (color2)))
(define win (or win1 win2))
(define heads (mem (lambda () (flip 0.4))))
Church by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
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(define color1 (mem (lambda () (if (flip 0.3) 'red 'blue))))
(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))
(define win2 (equal? (color1) (color2)))
(define win (or win1 win2))
(define heads (mem (lambda () (flip 0.4))))
Church by example: 
A bit of gambling h
• toss (biased) coin & draw ball from each urn
• win if (heads and a red ball) or (two balls of same color)
67
(define color1 (mem (lambda () (if (flip 0.3) 'red 'blue))))
(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))
(define win2 (equal? (color1) (color2)))
Sampling execution
68
(define win (or win1 win2))
(define heads (mem (lambda () (flip 0.4))))
(define color1 (mem (lambda () (if (flip 0.3) 'red 'blue))))
(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))




(define win (or win1 win2))
(define heads (mem (lambda () (flip 0.4))))
(define color1 (mem (lambda () (if (flip 0.3) 'red 'blue))))
(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))
(define win2 (equal? (color1) (color2)))
win query
(enumeration-query         




(define win (or win1 win2))
(define heads (mem (lambda () (flip 0.4))))
(define color1 (mem (lambda () (if (flip 0.3) 'red 'blue))))
(define color2 (mem (lambda ()  
                 (multinomial '(red green blue) '(0.2 0.3 0.5)))))
(define redball (or (equal? (color1) 'red) (equal? (color2) 'red)))
(define win1 (and (heads) redball))




(repeat 1000 (lambda () 
                     (rejection-query




• Church: functional programming + random 
primitives
• probabilistic generative model
• stochastic memoization
• sampling
• increasing number of probabilistic programming 




probabilistic facts & 
choices
probabilistic choices random primitives
all RVs memoized no RVs memoized user-defined per RV
Prolog Prolog with mutually 










• Learning & Dynamics
• Advanced Inference and KBMC
... with some detours on the way
73
PART II : Inference
74
Inference / Reasoning
• Most of the work in PP and StarAI is on 
inference
• It is hard (complexity wise)
• Many inference methods



























































De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
Two Steps
• Logical inference - 
• about a ground logical theory
• proofs or model theoretic …  
• Result:  Weighted Model Counting problem
• Probabilistic propositional inference — 
• Backtracking search — DPLL, VE, RC based
• Knowledge Compilation
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cannot sum probabilities  
(disjoint-sum-problem)
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Complexity of querying 
in probabilistic databases
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• queries have fixed size (no recursion)
• size of query << size of database
• complexity of evaluating given query 
measured in size of database (data 
complexity)
• standard relational database queries: 
polynomial  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(1  P (i(Xj, Yk))))
1A)
How hard is 
evaluating q?
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• Propositional formulas that can be rewritten 
such that each variable occurs at most once (= 
as tree with all leaves different)
Read-Once Formulas
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• Can be evaluated in polynomial time
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• Propositional formulas that can be rewritten 
such that each variable occurs at most once (= 
as tree with all leaves different)
• Can be evaluated in polynomial time
• Unate formula: read once ↔ P4-free & normal
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(X⋁Y) ⋀ (¬X⋁Z) not  
Dichotomy of UCQ 
Evaluation
• Union of Conjunctive Queries  
≈ Datalog without recursion and 
negation
• Theorem: UCQ evaluation is either 
polynomial in database size or #P-hard
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counting version of NP decision 













Fig. from [Suciu et al 2011]
De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
Two Steps
• Logical inference - 
• about a ground logical theory
• proofs or model theoretic …  
• Result:  Weighted Model Counting problem
• Probabilistic propositional inference — 
• Backtracking search — DPLL, VE, RC based
• Knowledge Compilation
• Advanced — lifted inference
89
Binary Decision Diagrams
• compact graphical representation of 
Boolean formula
• popular in many branches of CS 
• automatically disjoins proofs 
→ efficient probability computation 
[Bryant 86]
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• Compile once - query many times  …  
• The knowledge compilation map (Darwiche and 
Marquis, JAIR 2002) 
• Different representations, computational complexity 
of different operations, … (and, or, condition, ….) 
• in StarAI — OBDDs, d-DNNFs, SDD (Darwiche), …  
• Also state of the art for Bayesian net inference.
De Raedt, Kersting, Natarajan, Poole: Statistical Relational AI 
Initial Approach 
(ProbLog1 & others)
Find all proofs of query




[De Raedt et al, IJCAI 07; Kimmig et al, TPLP 11]95
Initial Approach 
(ProbLog1 & others)
Find all proofs of query
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• Forward reasoning to construct unique model:
Logical Reasoning: 





smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     influences(Y,X),  
     smokes(Y).?- smokes(carl).
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• Start with database facts
• Use rules to add more facts
• Query true iff in model
• ProbLog: each possible world is a model, probability 
of query is sum over models where query is true
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• Forward reasoning to construct unique model:
• Start with database facts
• Use rules to add more facts
• Query true iff in model
• ProbLog: each possible world is a model, probability 
of query is sum over models where query is true
Logical Reasoning: 
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→ weighted model counting
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ProbLog →CNF 0.8::stress(ann). 0.4::stress(bob). 0.6::influences(ann,bob). 0.2::influences(bob,carl). 
smokes(X) :- stress(X).  
smokes(X) :-  
     influences(Y,X),  
     smokes(Y).
?- smokes(carl).
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compute a sum over products we can use the distribution law to remove common factors
from sums. In the example below, when summing out D , all of the factors that do not
involve D can be distributed out of the sum, and similarly for the other variables, resulting
in:
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P(D | C )P(g | ED)
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5.1.1 VARIABLE ELIMINATION
Variable elimination [Zhang and Poole, 1994] is a dynamic programming approach that
exploits such a factorization by computing the innermost summations first, and storing
the results. Recursive conditioning [Darwiche, 2001] is the search variant of variable
elimination, which branches on the sums from the outside in. They do exactly the same
additions and multiplications. Clique-tree propagation [Lauritzen and Spiegelhalter, 1988,
Jensen et al., 1990, Shafer and Shenoy, 1990] uses the same factorization and compiles
into a secondary structure that allows for computing the posterior marginal of all of the
variables using only twice the time required to computing the marginal of one variable.
It does not matter whether the factors represent conditional probabilities or potentials
in Markov models, the variable elimination algorithm is the same. We sum out variables
from a product of factors. Directed models allow for (sometimes considerable) pruning
before inference starts. In the example above, F can be pruned as we know that
P
F P(F |
E ) gives a factor of 1’s.
5.1.2 RECURSIVE CONDITIONING
Here we present a variant of recursive conditioning for which the lifting — inference in the
relational model without grounding all of the variables — is reasonably straightforward.
The lifted version is presented later in Section 6.2.1.
In the variant of recursive condition presented in Figure 5.2, factors are never
modified; each one is evaluated when there is enough information to evaluate it. The context,
64
C H A P T E R 5
Inference in Propositional
Models
In order to prepare the stage for inference in relational probabilistic models, we first briefly
review standard probabilistic and logical inference.
5.1 PROBABILISTIC INFERENCE
Probability has become a dominant paradigm in AI mainly because of the rise of graphical
models, which make explicit conditional independence assumptions. The structure of these
graphical models can be exploited for computational gain. To understand how (exact)
inference algorithms can exploit the structure, consider the following example:
Example 5.1 Consider the belief network of Fig. 5.1. Suppose we observe G = true, which
we write as g , and want the posterior probability of E . Thus we want, P(E | g), which can
be computed using:
P(E | g) = P(E ^ g)X
E
P(E ^ g)
Thus computing conditional probabilities can be reduced to computing the probability
of conjunctions. To compute the probability of a conjunction, we add in all of the other
variables, and sum them out in some order (called the elimination ordering). We do this
because, when we have all of the variables we can factorize the probability in terms of a







Figure 5.1: Belief network discussed in Example 5.1
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(A _B) ^ (¬B _ C)_
A,B,C2{true,false}









Satisfiability of CNF formula
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true?(A _B)⇥ true?(B _ C)
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for instance … 
w(f) = p

















WMC((A _B) ^ (¬A _ ¬B)) =
w(A)⇥ w(¬B) + w(B)⇥ w(¬B)
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 X1 · · · Xm ⌦mi=1fi(Vi)SUMPRODUCT (V, F, ,⌦)
 ,⌦ typically commutative, associative,
and ⌦ distributes over  ,
0 identity element for   and annihilating elements for ⌦,
1 identity element for ⌦
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 X1 · · · Xm ⌦mi=1fi(Vi)SUMPRODUCT (V, F, ,⌦)
 ,⌦ typically commutative, associative,
and ⌦ distributes over  ,
0 identity element for   and annihilating elements for ⌦,
1 identity element for ⌦
Inference
• Many algorithms exist for many variants of 
SUMPRODUCT 
• Variable elimination, recursive conditioning for 
Bayes;  
• DPLL and variants for SAT and extensions 
• AND/OR search tree … 
DPLL
procedure DPLL(V ars : variables, Fs : set of factors):
if Fs = {} return 1
else if f 2 Fs can be evaluated
return f ⌦DPLL(V ars, Fs  {f})
else select v 2 V ars
FsT = Fs with v assigned true
FsF = Fs with v assigned false
return DPLL(V   {v}, FsT ) DPLL(V   {v}, FsF )
all variables assumed boolean  (otherwise sum over all 
possible values v in last step)
DPLL
procedure DPLL(V ars : variables, Fs : set of factors):
if Fs = {} return 1
else if {} 2 Fs
return 0 (false)
else select v 2 V ars
FsT = Fs with v assigned true
FsF = Fs with v assigned false
return DPLL(V   {v}, FsT ) DPLL(V   {v}, FsF )
DPLL-SAT refinement
procedure DPLL(V ars : variables, Fs : set of factors):
if Fs = {} return 1
else if {} 2 Fs
return 0 (false)
else if there is a literal l in Fs so that l does not appear in Fs
Fs0 = Fs  {f |f 2 Fs and f contains l}
return DPLL(V ars  {var(l)}, Fs0)
else if Fs contains a unit clause l
Fs0 = {f   {l}|f 2 Fs and f does not contain l}
return DPLL(V ars  {var(l)}, Fs0)
else select v 2 V ars
FsT = Fs with v assigned true
FsF = Fs with v assigned false
return DPLL(V   {v}, FsT ) DPLL(V   {v}, FsF )
Example DPLL
BACKTRACKING SEARCH FOR #SAT AND BAYES
n clauses that share no variables. Any complete decision tree has exponential size, and therefore
#DPLL will require exponential time. In contrast, since this formula has low tree width it can be
solved in polynomial time by VE, RC, or AND/OR search.
3.2 DPLL with Caching:
Given that the obvious application of DPLL to solve SUMPROD can give exponentially worse
performance than the standard algorithms, we now examine ways of modifying DPLL so that it
can solve #SAT (and thus BAYES and SUMPROD) more efficiently. To understand the source of
#DPLL’s inefficiency consider the following example.
Example 6 The following diagram shows a run of #DPLL on φ = {(w ∨ x)(y ∨ z)}. Each node
shows the variable to be branched on, and the current formula #DPLL is working on. The left hand
branches correspond to setting the branch variable to FALSE, while on the right the variable is set
to TRUE. The empty formula is indicated by {}, while a formula containing the empty clause is
indicated by {()}. The diagram shows that #DPLL encount rs and solves the subproblem {(y ∨ z)}
twice: once along the path (w = 0, x = 1) and again along the path (w = 1). Note that in this
example unit propagation is realized by the choice of variable ordering—after w is set to FALSE,
#DPLL chooses to instantiate the variable x since that variable appears in a unit clause.
















































If one considers the above example of applying #DPLL to disjoint sets of clauses, it becomes
clear that in some formulas #DPLL can encounter the same subproblem an exponential number of
times.
3.2.1 DPLL WITH SIMPLE CACHING (#DPLL-SIMPLECACHE)
One way to prevent this duplication is to apply memoization. As indicated in Example 6, associated
with every node in the DPLL tree is a formula f such that the subtree rooted at this node is trying
to compute the number of satisfying assignments to f . When performing a depth-first search of
the tree, we can keep a cache that contains all formulas f that have already been solved, and upon
reaching a new node of the tree we can avoid traversing its subtree if the value of its corresponding
formula is already stored in the cache.
In Example 6 we would cache {(y ∨ z)}, when we solve it along the path (w = 0, x = 1)
thereby avoid traversing the subtree below (w = 1).
409
from Bacchus et al. JAIR 2009
w=0 w=1
#DPLL for #SAT
procedure # DPLL(V ars : variables, Fs : set of factors):
if Fs = {} return 2|V ars|
else if {} 2 Fs
return 0 (false)
else select v 2 V ars
FsT = Fs with v assigned true
FsF = Fs with v assigned false
return DPLL(V   {v}, FsT ) DPLL(V   {v}, FsF )
Example #DPLL
BACKTRACKING SEARCH FOR #SAT AND BAYES
n clauses that share no variables. Any complete decision tree has exponential size, and therefore
#DPLL will require exponential time. In contrast, since this formula has low tree width it can be
solved in polynomial time by VE, RC, or AND/OR search.
3.2 DPLL with Caching:
Given that the obvious application of DPLL to solve SUMPROD can give exponentially worse
performance than the standard algorithms, we now examine ways of modifying DPLL so that it
can solve #SAT (and thus BAYES and SUMPROD) more efficiently. To understand the source of
#DPLL’s inefficiency consider the following example.
Example 6 The following diagram shows a run of #DPLL on φ = {(w ∨ x)(y ∨ z)}. Each node
shows the variable to be branched on, and the current formula #DPLL is working on. The left hand
branches correspond to setting the branch variable to FALSE, while on the right the variable is set
to TRUE. The empty formula is indicated by {}, while a formula containing the empty clause is
indicated by {()}. The diagram shows that #DPLL encounters and solves the subproblem {(y ∨ z)}
twice: once along the path (w = 0, x = 1) and again along the path (w = 1). Note that in this
example unit propagation is realized by the choice of variable ordering—after w is set to FALSE,
#DPLL chooses to instantiate the variable x since that variable appears in a unit clause.
















































If one considers the above example of applying #DPLL to disjoint sets of clauses, it becomes
clear that in some formulas #DPLL can encounter the same subproblem an exponential number of
times.
3.2.1 DPLL WITH SIMPLE CACHING (#DPLL-SIMPLECACHE)
One way to prevent this duplication is to apply memoization. As indicated in Example 6, associated
with every node in the DPLL tree is a formula f such that the subtree rooted at this node is trying
to compute the number of satisfying assignments to f . When performing a depth-first search of
the tree, we can keep a cache that contains all formulas f that have already been solved, and upon
reaching a new node of the tree we can avoid traversing its subtree if the value of its corresponding
formula is already stored in the cache.
In Example 6 we would cache {(y ∨ z)}, when we solve it along the path (w = 0, x = 1)
thereby avoid traversing the subtree below (w = 1).
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procedure # DPLL(V ars : variables, Fs : set of factors, w : weight function):
if Fs = {} return Qv2V ars w(v) + w(¬v)
else if {} 2 Fs
return 0 (false)
else select v 2 V ars
FsT = Fs with v assigned true
FsF = Fs with v assigned false
return w(v)⌦DPLL(V   {v}, FsT )  w(¬v)⌦DPLL(V   {v}, FsF )
Example DPLL
BACKTRACKING SEARCH FOR #SAT AND BAYES
n clauses that share no variables. Any complete decision tree has exponential size, and therefore
#DPLL will require exponential time. In contrast, since this formula has low tree width it can be
solved in polynomial time by VE, RC, or AND/OR search.
3.2 DPLL with Caching:
Given that the obvious application of DPLL to solve SUMPROD can give exponentially worse
performance than the standard algorithms, we now examine ways of modifying DPLL so that it
can solve #SAT (and thus BAYES and SUMPROD) more efficiently. To understand the source of
#DPLL’s inefficiency consider the following example.
Example 6 The following diagram shows a run of #DPLL on φ = {(w ∨ x)(y ∨ z)}. Each node
shows the variable to be branched on, and the current formula #DPLL is working on. The left hand
branches correspond to setting the branch variable to FALSE, while on the right the variable is set
to TRUE. The empty formula is indicated by {}, while a formula containing the empty clause is
indicated by {()}. The diagram shows that #DPLL encount rs and solves the subproblem {(y ∨ z)}
twice: once along the path (w = 0, x = 1) and again along the path (w = 1). Note that in this
example unit propagation is realized by the choice of variable ordering—after w is set to FALSE,
#DPLL chooses to instantiate the variable x since that variable appears in a unit clause.
















































If one considers the above example of applying #DPLL to disjoint sets of clauses, it becomes
clear that in some formulas #DPLL can encounter the same subproblem an exponential number of
times.
3.2.1 DPLL WITH SIMPLE CACHING (#DPLL-SIMPLECACHE)
One way to prevent this duplication is to apply memoization. As indicated in Example 6, associated
with every node in the DPLL tree is a formula f such that the subtree rooted at this node is trying
to compute the number of satisfying assignments to f . When performing a depth-first search of
the tree, we can keep a cache that contains all formulas f that have already been solved, and upon
reaching a new node of the tree we can avoid traversing its subtree if the value of its corresponding
formula is already stored in the cache.
In Example 6 we would cache {(y ∨ z)}, when we solve it along the path (w = 0, x = 1)
thereby avoid traversing the subtree below (w = 1).
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from Bacchus et al. JAIR 2009
#DPLL-caching for #SAT
there is also “component caching”,  
caching at the clause level
procedure # DPLL  cache(V ars : variables, Fs : set of factors):
if9v such that << V ars, Fs >, val >2 cache return val
% also detect base cases
else select v 2 V ars
FsT = Fs with v assigned true
FsF = Fs with v assigned false
val = DPLL(V   {v}, FsT ) DPLL(V   {v}, FsF )
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Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence
use weighted model 
counting / satisfiability
Weighted CNF
[Fierens et al, TPLP 14]118
Current Approach 
(ProbLog2)
Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence






win :- heads(1). 
win :- heads(2),  
           heads(3).
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Current Approach 
(ProbLog2)
Find relevant ground 
program for queries & 
evidence






win :- heads(1). 
win :- heads(2),  
           heads(3).
win :- heads(1). 







win ↔ h(1) ⋁ (h(2) ⋀ h(3)) 
(¬win ⋁ h(1) ⋁ h(2))
⋀ (¬win ⋁ h(1) ⋁ h(3))
⋀ (win ⋁ ¬h(1))





[Fierens et al, TPLP 14]118
ProbLog Inference
119
• reduction to propositional formula
• addresses disjoint-sum-problem
• but: not all probabilistic logic programs 
face this problem! e.g., weather
• more generally: mutually exclusive proofs 
as assumed in PRISM
Algebraic ProbLog 
(semirings)
Dyna (Eisner et al.)
• CKY Algorithm in Dyna 
constit(X,I,J) += rewrite(X,W) * word(W,I,J).
constit(X,I,K) += rewrite(X,Y,Z) * constit(Y,I,J) * constit(Z,J,K).
goal += constit(s,0,N) * end(N).
∑  Y,Z,J ∑  W
Origins in Natural Language Processing Context
Based on Dynamic Programming
Useful for SRL/NLP/Programming
word(john,0,1), word(loves,1,2), word(Mary,2,3)
0.003:: np -> Mary as   rewrite(np,Mary)=0.003
0.5::vp -> verb, np  as rewrite(vp,verb,np)=0.5
121
Dyna
• Weighted Logic Programs (but not 
Prolog)
• Inspired by NLP
• Arbitrary semiring weights
• Forward reasoning 
122
[Figures: Cohen et al, ICLP 08]123































[Figures: Cohen et al, ICLP 08]124
aProbLog: algebraic Prolog
[Kimmig et al,  AAAI 11]
125
aProbLog: algebraic Prolog
• Prolog + labeled facts
[Kimmig et al,  AAAI 11]
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(e.g. probabilities, costs, polynomials, 
Boolean functions, datastructures, ...)
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DSP PROB #SAT
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one world - 
several proofs




• commutative semiring (A,⊕,⊗,e⊕,e⊗)
• algebraic ground literals  
L(F) = {f1,...,fn} ∪ {¬f1,...,¬fn}
• background knowledge clauses 
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• Lower and upper bounds
Approximate Inference
130
 L |=   |=  U
P ( L)  P ( )  P ( U )




 L |=   |=  U
P ( L)  P ( )  P ( U )
Sampling



































































Markov Chain Monte 
Carlo (MCMC)
• Generate next sample by modifying current 
one
• Most common inference approach for PP 
languages such as Church, BLOG, ...
• Also considered for PRISM and ProbLog
Key challenges:  
- how to propose next sample





• Learning & Dynamics
• Advanced Inference and KBMC
... with some detours on the way
138
Part III : Learning
139




class(Page,C) :- has_word(Page,W), word_class(W,C).
class(Page,C) :- links_to(OtherPage,Page), 
class(OtherPage,OtherClass),
link_class(OtherPage,Page,OtherClass,C).















p(fact) =    count(fact is true) 
Number of interpretations
Learning from partial 
interpretations
• Not all facts observed
• Soft-EM
• use expected count instead of count 
• P(Q |E) -- conditional queries !
144 [Gutmann et al, ECML 11; Fierens et al, TPLP 14]
Learning from single 
facts / entailment
• Only true facts are given; e.g. as in HMM
• key setting in PRISM, also in ProbLog
• EM-based, variations exist
• use expected count instead of count 
• P(Q |E) -- conditional queries !
145 [Gutmann et al, ECML 08; Sato 95]
Bayesian Parameter 
Learning
• Learning as inference (e.g., Church)
• Prior distributions for parameters
• Given data, find most likely parameter values
146
• Flipping a coin with unknown weight
• Prior: uniform distribution on [0,1]
• Observation: 5x heads in a row




query(weight(C,X)) :- coin(C),param(X). 
evidence(data(c1,[h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h]),true). 
evidence(data(c2,[h,t,h,h,h,h,h,t,t,h,t,t,h]),true).








                 0.2::weight(C,0.7); 0.05::weight(C,0.9) :- coin(C).
Param::toss(_,Param,_). 
heads(C,R) :- weight(C,Param),toss(C,Param,R). 
tails(C,R) :- weight(C,Param),\+toss(C,Param,R). 
data(C,[]). 
data(C,[h|R]) :- heads(C,R), data(C,R). 






query(weight(C,X)) :- coin(C),param(X). 
evidence(data(c1,[h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h,h]),true). 
evidence(data(c2,[h,t,h,h,h,h,h,t,t,h,t,t,h]),true).








                 0.2::weight(C,0.7); 0.05::weight(C,0.9) :- coin(C).
Param::toss(_,Param,_). 
heads(C,R) :- weight(C,Param),toss(C,Param,R). 
tails(C,R) :- weight(C,Param),\+toss(C,Param,R). 
data(C,[]). 
data(C,[h|R]) :- heads(C,R), data(C,R). 





















0.1 0.3 0.5 0.7 0.9
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Part III : Learning
b. Rules / Structure
149
Information Extraction in NELL
NELL:  http://rtw.ml.cmu.edu/rtw/
instances for many 
different relations
degree of certainty
Rule learning in NELL
• Original approach
• Make probabilistic data deterministic
• run classic rule-learner (variant of FOIL)
• re-introduce probabilities on learned 
rules and predict
ProbFOIL 
• Upgrade rule-learning to a probabilistic setting 
within a relational learning / inductive logic 
programming setting 
• Works with a probabilistic logic program instead 
of a deterministic one.  
• Introduce ProbFOIL, an adaption of Quinlan’s FOIL 
to this setting. 
• Apply to probabilistic databases like NELL
Pro Log
       surfing(X) :- not pop(X) and windok(X). 
       surfing(X) :-  not pop(X) and sunshine(X). 
       pop(e1).          windok(e1).        sunshine(e1).          B 
?-surfing(e1). 






p1:: surfing(X) :- not pop(X) and windok(X). 
p2:: surfing(X) :-  not pop(X) and sunshine(X). 
0.2::pop(e1).     0.7::windok(e1).    0.6::sunshine(e1).          B 
?-P(surfing(e1)). 
gives  (1-0.2) x 0.7 x p1 + (1-0.2) x 0.6 x (1-0.7) x p2 = P(B U H |= e) 
           not pop   x windok x p1  + not pop x sunshine x (not windok) x p1 
H
e
probability that the example is covered 
a probabilistic Prolog
Inductive Probabilistic Logic 
Programming
Given
a set of example facts e ∈ E together with the 
probability p that they hold   
a background theory B in ProbLog  















|Ps(B [H |= e)  pi|
Adapt Rule-learner
Contingency table: 
not only 1 / 0 values 
Covering:  
use multiple rules  
to cover an example
Technical Novelty
p:: surfing(X) :- not pop(X) and windok(X). 
ui = (p=1) 
li = (p=0) 
ProbFOIL includes  
a method to determine “optimal” p for a given rule
Experiments
ProbFOIL
• Upgrade rule-learning to a probabilistic setting 
within a relational learning / inductive logic 
programming setting 
• Works with a probabilistic logic program instead 
of a deterministic one.  
• Introduce ProbFOIL, an adaption of Quinlan’s FOIL 
to this setting. 




• Learning & Dynamics
• Advanced Inference and KBMC
... with some detours on the way
160
Extensions of basic PLP
Distribution Semantics [Sato, ICLP 95]:
probabilistic choices + logic program











Part IV : Dynamics
162
Dynamics: Evolving Networks
• Travian:  A massively multiplayer real-time strategy game
• Commercial game run by TravianGames GmbH
• ~3.000.000 players spread over different “worlds”
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Can we build a model
of this world ? 
Can we use it for playing
better ?
[Thon, Landwehr, De Raedt, ECML08]
169
city(C,Owner), city(C2, Attacker), close(C,C2)⇥
conquest(Attacker, C2) : p ⇤ nil : (1  p)
CPT-Rules
conquer a city which is close
P(conquest(), Time+5) ? 
learn parameters






















































[Thon et al, MLJ 11]






[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil :-  
 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 




[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil :-  
 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 
if cause holds at time T




[Thon et al, MLJ 11]
how does the 
world change 
over time?
0.4::conquest(Attacker,C); 0.6::nil :-  
 
             city(C,Owner),city(C2,Attacker),close(C,C2). 
if cause holds at time T
one of the effects holds at time T+1
171
Social Network of Chats
172
Relational State Estimation 
over Time
173 [Nitti et al, IROS 13]
Magnetism scenario
• object tracking
• category estimation 
from interactions
Box scenario
• object tracking even 
when invisible
• estimate spatial relations
Relational State Estimation 
over Time
173 [Nitti et al, IROS 13]
Magnetism scenario
• object tracking
• category estimation 
from interactions
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
Distributional Clauses (DC)
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]174
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]
random variable with Gaussian distribution
174
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
stackable(OBot,OTop) :-  
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop),  
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop).
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]
comparing values of 
random variables
174
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
stackable(OBot,OTop) :-  
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop),  
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop).
ontype(Obj,plate) ~ finite([0 : glass, 0.0024 : cup,  
                            0 : pitcher, 0.8676 : plate, 
                            0.0284 : bowl, 0 : serving,  
                            0.1016 : none])  
                        :- obj(Obj), on(Obj,O2), type(O2,plate).
[Gutmann et al, TPLP 11; Nitti et al, IROS 13]
random variable with 
discrete distribution
174
• Discrete- and continuous-valued random variables
Distributional Clauses (DC)
length(Obj) ~ gaussian(6.0,0.45) :- type(Obj,glass).
stackable(OBot,OTop) :-  
      ≃length(OBot) ≥ ≃length(OTop),  
      ≃width(OBot) ≥ ≃width(OTop).
ontype(Obj,plate) ~ finite([0 : glass, 0.0024 : cup,  
                            0 : pitcher, 0.8676 : plate, 
                            0.0284 : bowl, 0 : serving,  
                            0.1016 : none])  
                        :- obj(Obj), on(Obj,O2), type(O2,plate).







● 3 object types: magnetic, ferromagnetic, nonmagnetic
● Nonmagnetic objects do not interact
● A magnet and a ferromagnetic object attract each other
● Magnetic force that depends on the distance





● 3 object types: magnetic, ferromagnetic, nonmagnetic
● 2 magnets attract or repulse
 
 
● Next position after attraction
type(X)t ~ finite([1/3:magnet,1/3:ferromagnetic,1/3:nonmagnetic]) ← 
object(X).
interaction(A,B)t ~ finite([0.5:attraction,0.5:repulsion]) ←  
object(A), object(B), A<B,type(A)t = magnet,type(B)t = magnet.




pos(A)t+1 ~ gaussian(pos(A)t,Cov) ← not( attraction(A,B) ).
179





Flexible (relational) state representation
Fast inference (state estimation) in general models
Goal
“A particle filter for hybrid relational domains” IROS 2013  
 D. Nitti,  T. De Laet, L. De Raedt
Dynamic Distributional 
Clauses
Prior distribution p(x0) 
State transition model p(xt|xt-1,ut) 
Measurement model p(zt|xt) 
Other rules: p(x’t|x’'t)
21


































Classical Particle Filter vs DCPF
● Classical PF
– Fixed set of random variables
– Update the entire state
● DCPF
– Adaptive state (particle): the number of facts / sampled 
random variables can change over time
























































● Particles are partial state, remaining variables are 
marginalized
● Better performance in bigger models
Learning relational affordances
Learn probabilistic model 
From two object interactions 
Generalize to N  
  
Shelf









   
 
  grasp
Moldovan et al.  ICRA 12, 13, 14
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What is an affordance ?
(a) Disparity image (b) Segmented image with landmark points
Clip 7: Illustration of the object size computation. Left-hand image shows the disparity map
of the example shown in Figure 5. The orange points in the right-hand image show the points
that intersect with the ellipse’s major axis. The orange points are mapped onto 3D using their
associated disparity value, and the 3D distance between each pair is defined as the object size.
To learn an a↵ordance model, the robot first performs a behavioural babbling
stage, in which it explores the e↵ect of its actions on the environment. For
this behavioural babbling stage, for the single-arm actions the robot uses its
right-arm only. For these actions a model of the left-arm will be later built by
exploiting symmetry as in [3]. We include the simultaneous two-arm push on
the same object in the babbling phase, allowing for a more accurate modelling
of action e↵ects for the iCub.4
The babbling phase consists of placing pairs of objects in front of the robot
at various positions. The robot executes one of its actions A described above on
one object (named: main object, OMain). OMain may interact with the other
object (secondary object, OSec) causing it to also move. Figure 8 shows such
a setting, with the objects’ position before (l) and after (r) a right-arm action
(tap(10)) execution.
Clip 8: Relational O before (l), and E after the action execution (r).
4As opposed to the two-arm a↵ordance modelling in [3], we also include in the babbling
phase the two-arm simultaneous actions whose e↵ects might not always be well modelled by
the sum of the individual single-arm actions.
15
• Formalism — related to STRIPS but models delta
• but also joint probability model over A, E, O
During this behavioural babbling stage, data for O, A and E are collected for
each of the robot’s exploratory actions. The robot executed 150 such exploratory
actions. One example of collected data during such an action is shown in Table 1.
Note that these values are obtained by the robot from its perception, which
naturally introduces uncertainty, which the relational a↵ordance model takes
into account (e.g., the displacement of OMain is observed to be a bit more than
10cm).
Table 1: Example collected O, A, E data for action in Figure 8










During the babbling phase, we also learn the action space of each action. As
the iCub is not mobile, and each arm has a specific action range, each ai 2 A
can be performed when an object is located in a specific action space. An object
can be acted upon by both arms, by one arm but not the other, or it can be
completely out of the reach of the robot. If the exploratory arm action on an
object fails because no inverse kinematics solution was found, then that object is
not in that arm’s action space. We will show later how any spatial constraints,
such as action space, can be modelled with logical rules.
5.2. Learning the Model
The model will be learnt from the data collected during the robot’s 150
exploratory actions, one instance of such data as illustrated in Table 1. We
will model the (relational) object properties: distX, distY (the x and y-axis
distance between the centroids of the two objects), and the e↵ects: displX and
displY (the x and y-axis displacement of an object) with continuous distribution
random variables. We will start by learning a Linear Conditional Gaussian
(LCG) Bayesian Network [26]. An LCG BN specifies a distribution over a
mixture of discrete and continuous variables. In an LCG, a discrete random
variable may have only discrete parents, while a continuous random variable may
have both discrete and continuous parents. A continuous random variable (X)
will have a single Gaussian distribution function whose mean depends linearly
on the state of its continuous parent variables (Y ) for each configuration of its
discrete parent variables (U) [26]. This LCG distribution can be represented
as: P (X = x|Y = y, U = u) = N (x|M(u) +W (u)T y, 2(u)), with M a table of
mean values, W a table of regression (weight) coe cient vectors, and   a table
of variances (independent of Y ). [26]
To learn an LCG BN for our setting, we will approximate displX, displY ,
and distX and distY by conditional Gaussian distributions over the short dis-




● Learning the Structure of Dynamic Hybrid Relational Models  
Nitti, Ravkic, et al. ECAI 2016 
− Captures relations/affordances 
− Suited to learn affordances in 
robotics set-up, continuous and discrete variables 




– learn actions effects
– plan with the learned model
  14
DDC-TL
● DDC Tree learner
action(X)
Planning
[Nitti et al ECML 15]
• How to achieve a specific configuration 
of objects on the shelf?
• Where’s the orange mug?
• Where’s something to serve soup in?
• Models of objects and their spatial 
arrangement
Occluded Object Search
[Moldovan et al. 14]
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[Van den Broeck et al, 
AAAI 10]
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task: find strategy that maximizes expected utility
solution: using ProbLog technology
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l Causes: Mutations 
l All related to similar 
phenotype 
l Effects: Differentially expressed 
genes 
l 27 000 cause effect pairs
l Interaction network: 
l 3063 nodes 
l Genes 
l Proteins 
l 16794 edges 
l Molecular interactions 
l Uncertain
l Goal: connect causes to effects 
through common subnetwork 










• Learning & Dynamics
• Advanced Inference and KBMC















































































Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 
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fixed set of random variables

















fixed set of random variables







Lots of proposals in the literature, e.g.
• relational Markov networks (RMNs) [Taskar et al 2002]
• Markov logic networks (MLNs) [Richardson & Domingos 2006]
• probabilistic soft logic (PSL) [Broecheler et al 2010]
• FACTORIE [McCallum et al 2009]
• Bayesian logic programs (BLPs) [Kersting & De Raedt 2001]
• relational Bayesian networks (RBNs) [Jaeger 2002]
• logical Bayesian networks (LBNs) [Fierens et al 2005]
• probabilistic relational models (PRMs) [Koller & Pfeffer 1998]
• Bayesian logic (BLOG) [Milch et al 2005]
• CLP(BN) [Santos Costa et al 2008]
• and many more ...
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bt(Person)=BT | pc(Person) =PC , mc(Person) =MC.  
Dependencies (CPDs associated with):



















bt(Person)=BT | pc(Person) =PC , mc(Person) =MC.  
pc(Person) = PC | pc_father(Father)= PCf, mc_father(Father)= MCf. 
pc_father(Person) =PCf |  father(Father,Person),pc(Father)=PC. 
...
View :
Dependencies (CPDs associated with):



















bt(Person)=BT | pc(Person) =PC , mc(Person) =MC.  
pc(Person) = PC | pc_father(Father)= PCf, mc_father(Father)= MCf. 
pc_father(Person) =PCf |  father(Father,Person),pc(Father)=PC. 
...
View :
Dependencies (CPDs associated with):
father(Father,Person). mother(Mother,Person).
Probabilistic Relational Models (PRMs) 
Bayesian Logic Programs (BLPs)
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father(rex,fred).    mother(ann,fred).  
father(brian,doro).    mother(utta, doro).  
father(fred,henry).    mother(doro,henry). 
bt(Person)=BT | pc(Person)=PC, mc(Person)=MC.
pc(Person)=PC | pc_father(Person)=PCf, mc_father(Person)=MCf.




























































• Students reads two books





prepared(Student,Topic) | read(Student,Book), 
                             discusses(Book,Topic).
Knowledge Based Model 
Construction  
Extension + Intension =>Probabilistic Model
Advantages 
same intension used for multiple extensions
parameters are being shared / tied together 
unification is essential
•learning becomes feasible 




% apriori nodes 
nat(0).  
% aposteriori nodes 
nat(s(X)) | nat(X).
nat(0) nat(s(0)) nat(s(s(0)) ...
% apriori nodes 
state(0).  
% aposteriori nodes 
state(s(Time)) | state(Time). 






% apriori nodes 
n1(0).  
% aposteriori nodes 
n1(s(TimeSlice) | n2(TimeSlice). 
n2(TimeSlice)   | n1(TimeSlice). 








Prolog and Bayesian Nets as Special Case
Bayesian Logic Programs
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Suppose we have two constants: Anna (A) and Bob (B)
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Slides adapted from Guy Van den Broeck
A logical theory
Interpretations that  
satisfy the theory 
Models



































Slides adapted from Guy Van den Broeck
A logical theory
First-Order Model Counting




































∀x,y, Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
• MLNs are a template for ground Markov Networks
• Probability of a world/interpretation
• If            then 
Markov Logic


















































Slides adapted from Guy Van den Broeck












A Markov Logic theory

















































A logical theory and a weight function for predicates
Weighted first-order  
model count ∑

































e) Smokes → 1  
 ¬Smokes → 2  
   Friends → 4 
 ¬Friends → 1
Related to ProbLog Inference !
Parameter Learning
223
No. of times clause i is true in data






Has been used for generative and discriminative learning





• exploiting symmetries & repeated structure
• reasoning on first order level as much as possible
• aiming at independence from number of objects
• approximation: grouping similar computations




Stress(Alice) ⇒ Smokes(Alice) Alice
1. Logical sentence                               Domain  
 
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
Stress(Alice) ⇒ Smokes(Alice) Alice
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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
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Example:  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4. Logical sentence                               Domain  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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
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∀x, Stress(x) ⇒ Smokes(x) n people




4. Logical sentence                               Domain  
  n people∀y, Parent(y) ∧ Female ⇒ Mother(y)
Trueif not Female:
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
∀x, Stress(x) ⇒ Smokes(x) n people




4. Logical sentence                               Domain  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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting




5. Logical sentence                                     Domain  
n people∀y, Parent(y) ∧ Female ⇒ Mother(y)
n people∀x,y, ParentOf(x,y) ∧ Female(x) ⇒ MotherOf(x,y)
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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
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First-Order Model Counting
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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
6. Logical sentence                                     Domain  
 
  
• If we know precisely who smokes, and there are k smokers

      
n people∀x,y, Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)
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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
6. Logical sentence                                     Domain  
 
  
• If we know precisely who smokes, and there are k smokers  
Database:  
Smokes(Alice) = 1  
Smokes(Bob) = 0  
Smokes(Charlie) = 0  
Smokes(Dave) = 1  
Smokes(Eve) = 0  
...
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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
6. Logical sentence                                     Domain  
 
  
• If we know precisely who smokes, and there are k smokers

      →                     models
n people∀x,y, Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)
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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
6. Logical sentence                                     Domain  
 
  
• If we know precisely who smokes, and there are k smokers
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• If we know that there are k smokers
n people∀x,y, Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
6. Logical sentence                                     Domain  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Example:  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Example:  
First-Order Model Counting
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n people∀x,y, Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
The Full Pipeline
3.14    Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)MLN
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
The Full Pipeline
3.14    Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)
 ∀x,y, F(x,y) ⇔ [ Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y) ]
MLN
Relational Logic
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
The Full Pipeline
3.14    Smokes(x) ∧ Friends(x,y) ⇒ Smokes(y)
Smokes → 1  
 ¬Smokes → 1 
   Friends → 1 
 ¬Friends → 1 
 F → exp(3.14) 
 ¬F → 1
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The Full Pipeline
First-Order d-DNNF Circuit
Smokes → 1  
 ¬Smokes → 1 
   Friends → 1 
 ¬Friends → 1 
 F → exp(3.14) 





DomainWeighted First-Order Model Count is 1479.85
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The Full Pipeline
First-Order d-DNNF Circuit
Smokes → 1  
 ¬Smokes → 1 
   Friends → 1 
 ¬Friends → 1 
 F → exp(3.14) 





DomainWeighted First-Order Model Count is 1479.85
Circuit evaluation is polynomial in domain size!
Slides Guy Van den Broeck
Advanced Topics
• parameter estimation
• lifted graphical models and KBMC






• Learning & Dynamics
• Advanced Inference and KBMC
... with some detours on the way
260





Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 
















Statistical relational learning, probabilistic logic 











• Our answer: probabilistic (logic) programming     
      = probabilistic choices + (logic) program
• Many languages, systems, applications, ...
• ... and much more to do!
Further Reading
• One book
• Three websites  to start 
• http://probmods.org/   Probabilistic Models of 
Cognition — Church
• http://dtai.cs.kuleuven.be/problog/  — check also [DR 
& Kimmig, MLJ 15]
• http://alchemy.cs.washington.edu/ —Markov Logic, 
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